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fietzke@itestra.comABSTRACTIn this study, the viability of assessing drought insur-ance claims via remote sensing is explored. Time se-ries of satellite images from the Sentinel-2 mission andweather data from the European Climate Assessment &Dataset are used to fit classifiers on historical loss datafrom an agricultural insurance. Two different approachesfor training classifiers are explored, designing neural net-works to learn directly on the time series and transform-ing the data to a fixed-size representation to enable theuse of other methods. It is shown that in this case thesecond approach yields much better results, as carefulfeature engineering combined with more rigid methodslike gradient boosting leads to less overfitting comparedto the neural network approach.Compared to existing approaches, the proposed meth-ods allow for analyzing the situation on a per-field levelwhile using high resolution imagery (Sentinel-2) over alarge geographic area.Index Terms— Agriculture, Remote sensing, Ma-chine learning 1. INTRODUCTIONAgricultural insurances need to spend a lot of resourceson loss adjustment. Every claim needs to be verified andassessed on-site by an expert. For the case of droughtinsurance, this can be alleviated with index insurances.These rely on remotely available data like the NDVI orprecipitation data to trigger payouts. There are manyrecent studies on how to derive better indices for thistype of insurance [1, 3, 5]. However, these indices areusually calculated on a coarse spatial level. It would bedesirable to estimate the probability of a loss for an indi-vidual plot of land, as proposed in [6]. The combinationof high-resolution imagery from Sentinel-2 with knownfield polygons, makes it possible to achieve exactly that.By fitting different models on data collected during on-site assessments by experts, it is evaluated how tradi-tional drought insurance loss assessment can be sup-
Fig. 1. Spatial distribution of the analyzed loss data.ported by providing a pre-assessment based on remotesensing. 2. DATASETS2.1. Satellite imagesThe first and most important dataset is Satellite Im-agery. ESA’s Sentinel-2 mission provides images with10 spectral bands at a spatial resolution of up to 10mper pixel. The product is spatially divided into tiles of
100 km× 100 km. Each tile is updated with a new imageevery 5 days. However, oftentimes the usability of theimages is diminished greatly by clouds.2.2. Weather dataA secondary data source for this project is weather data.The European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D)provides daily values for temperature, precipitation andmore. The spatial resolution is much lower than with theSentinel images, however it comes at a higher temporalfrequency.



2.3. Historical Loss DataThe data to be learned from is an agricultural insur-ance’s loss data from 2017 in Austria. Figure 1 showsthe spatial distribution of the assessed fields. The datais represented in tabular form, specifying amongst othersthe following features on a per-field basis: Field geome-try, crop type and loss status.A total of 91352 drought loss assessments conducted on-site by experts were analyzed in this study, 8898 (9.7%)of which had been determined to contain actual droughtlosses. 3. METHODOLOGYFor each field, the Sentinel-2 pixels contained within thefield’s geometry from March to August 2017 were ex-tracted as this field’s measurement. Cloudy pixels weremasked and treated as missing data points. Thus thedata is given as rectilinearly gridded data on the axes
T (time), X (longitude), Y (latitude) with values in R

B(spectral bands):
d : T ×X × Y → R

B (1)The goal was then to extract a binary decision—is therea loss or not—from this data using statistical models.The fitted models were evaluated with the F1 metric ona validation data set.3.1. IndicesThe dataset is not big enough to just train a deep neuralnetwork to derive features on its own as shown in somerecent works [2, 12]. Therefore the data was enrichedusing the following indices that are known to correlatewith vegetation health and/or water content [7, 10]:• Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)• Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI)• Green Leaf Index (GLI)• Chlorophyll Vegetation Index (CVI)3.2. Spatial aggregationThe data is distributed over one temporal and twospatial axes. As one pixel from the Sentinel dataset al-ready represents a measurement over a 10m×10m area,the structures of individual plants are not discernible.Therefore keeping the axes X and Y is not beneficialand will only help to overfit the model. As a further pre-processing step, the data will therefore be aggregated onthe spatial level.
Fig. 2. Images of an agricultural region before(left) and after (right) a drought period (May/September2018). From top to bottom: true color, NDVI, NDWI,GLI, CVI. For the indices, black represents a low valueand white a high value. Created using the Google EarthEngine [8].Simple summary statistics like the mean or the medianare not enough, as sometimes fields will only be partlydamaged. So to more faithfully represent the distri-bution inside a field, it is advisable to stack multiplequantiles. Experiments showed that using the quantilesat 0.15, 0.5, 0.85 was enough to capture most informa-tion, as shown in figure 3. After spatial aggregation thesatellite data is represented as a multidimensional timeseries d(t) : T → R

3·B .The weather data was interpolated from the nearestECA&D measuring points for each field. This leads toanother multidimensional time series whose samplingpoints do not align with T .The main focus is now on efficiently capturing temporaldependencies. When working with time series as inputdata for statistical learning methods, two approaches tohandling such a nonuniform dataset are:1. Using methods that can handle variable-sized in-puts2. Transforming the data into a fixed-size vector rep-resentationThese two techniques will be evaluated in the next twosections.



Fig. 3. Capturing the distribution of NDVI values in afield with three quantiles.4. VARIABLE-LENGTH MODELSThe first approach is to build neural networks that workon variable-length inputs. Convolutional networks andrecurrent networks provide the basic building blocks todeal with dependencies in space and time. However, neu-ral networks by themselves don’t work well with imbal-anced classes. This makes additional countermeasuresagainst convergence towards the bigger class (no loss)necessary.4.1. Recurrent neural networksRecurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are specifically tai-lored to work well with time series as input data. In gen-eral, neural networks need enormous amounts of trainingdata when fitting a complex function. As the dataset inquestion is comparably small, this leads to bad general-ization.Also, the framework of RNNs has no obvious way to in-clude a second time series with a different frequency (e. g.the weather data).4.2. Convolutions over timeRecently, using Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs)for time series has become a popular alternative to usingRNNs [13]. So a convolutional model was tested as an al-ternative to the RNN. A big advantage of using CNNs isthe fact, that including the weather time series is possiblevery naturally by downsampling this additional datasetvia 1D convolutions and max pooling.5. FIXED-LENGTH MODELSTo transform the time series into a fixed-size representa-tion, it needs to be aggregated over the time axis T .5.1. Temporal aggregationThe time series needs to be mapped to a fixed-length rep-resentation. A classical method for this is calculating thenonuniform discrete Fourier transform of the time series

Model F1 scoreRNN 0.51CNN 0.56Gradient Boosting 0.65Table 1. Validation F1 scores of the tested methods.as outlined in [9]. Setting the fundamental frequency to
1 per year is a natural choice as only the effects duringone planting season need to be observed. By truncatingthis to a fixed length, that is only taking the K lowestfrequencies, one ends up with a fixed-length vector rep-resentation F ∈ C

3KB ∼= R
6KB for the development of agiven field over a year.Even better results were observed when using a hierar-chical basis transform instead [11]. This transformationapproximates continuous functions as a sum of piecewiselinear functions. The coefficients are calculated in hier-archical order, similar to a wavelet transform.As this method is agnostic of the original sampling fre-quency, it is very easy to include the weather data timeseries as well.5.2. Gradient boostingThe transformed data is now in tabular form. For eachfield, there is a covariate vector xk ∈ R

6BK and a binaryresponse yk ∈ { 0, 1 }.The best results were achieved with gradient boostingmethods. Recent advances for this technique allow effi-cient processing of categorical data in boosted trees [4].Hence the plant culture could be included as an addi-tional covariate. 6. RESULTSTable 1 shows the F1 scores that the different modelsachieved. It is interesting to notice that the neural meth-ods fall far behind the feature engineered gradient boost-ing. This is due to the fact that they overfit on thisrelatively small training data set. Meanwhile the gra-dient boosting is guaranteed to only take into accountfeatures of high significance, as its input features werederived this way.7. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKRemote Sensing is bound to become an essential tool inmany branches of insurance. While the results achievedin this paper alone will not suffice for individual loss as-sessment, they provide a good overview of which regionswill need more attention in loss adjustment. This can beof good use when deciding where to send individual loss



adjusters. Another possible use is the detection of claimsthat are sure to be without loss by making the modellean towards a “loss” decision. That is increasing thespecificity, possibly at the expense of sensitivity. Thiswould again save costs because these fields would notneed to be inspected at all.The observed scores should improve when data fromother years is taken into consideration to increase thesize of the training set. This will be done as part offuture work.
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